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This weekend I launched my first incarnation of a Snap Gallery photo
organizer/slideshow. Snap Gallery is an open source wizard that allows you to build a
nicely polished, customizable photo gallery with very little effort. I'd first seen this on
Aaron Johnson's blog and I really liked it. I had been rolling my own version of a
photo wizard, but with time constraints it wasn't as nice as I hoped. SnapGallery is
perfect.
The wizard script runs on your desktop when you build the gallery, where it finds the
photos in the directory you point it to, walks you through each photo while you create
a title and caption, and then generates the appropriate web files that are saved along
side the photos. Then all you need to do is upload the photos and web files to their
final destination on the web. The wizard script runs on Windows, but the web files it
produces are compatible for Linux and Windows.
In my case, I downloaded the zipped snapGallery.wmf file and then edited it to default
to certain colors and fonts, which the comments in the script prompt you to do. I then
made additional edits to wizard that changed the size of the windows used during the
wizard (they were too small for me), changed the default document type to index.cfm
(ColdFusion), and then changed the generated html to add a banner and even some
CFML. The CFML includes a footer at runtime so that if I choose I can customize the
footer and it will automatically be reflected in each of the snapGallery web files.
So, check out my first Snap Gallery!

